
FCM0502 — Física II

1a Lista de exercícios — Rotação

11/8/2016

(i) Problemas do Capítulo 9 Tipler/Mosca 4a edição: 7, 22, 23, 25, 30, 29, 33, 37 e 38.

7. Um disco, com raio de 12 cm, em repouso, principia a girar em torno do próprio
eixo, com aceleração angular constante de 8 rad/s2. Determinar, no instante
t = 5 s,

i. A velocidade angular do disco;

ii. A aceleração tangencial at e a aceleração centrípeta ac de um ponto na
borda do disco.

22. A roda de um rebolo tem 1.7 kg, raio de 8 cm e gira a 730 rev/min. Depois de
desligada a energia, uma mulher continua a afiar o gume de uma ferramenta,
comprimindo-a contra o rebolo, que gira durante 9 s até parar.

i. Qual a aceleração angular do rebolo?

ii. Qual o torque provocado pela ferramenta comprimida contra o rebolo?
(Admita que a aceleração angular seja constante e que não estejam pre-
sentes outros torques de atrito.)

23. Um cilindro de 2.5 kg e raio 11 cm está inicialmente em repouso. Uma corda
de massa desprezível está enrolada no cilindro e é puxada com força constante
de 17N. Calcular

i. O torque exercido pela corda;

ii. A aceleração angular do cilindro;

iii. A velocidade angular do cilindro em t = 5 s.

25. Um pêndulo, constituído por um fio de comprimento L e um peso de massa
m, oscila no plano vertical. Quando o ângulo entre o fio e a vertical for θ

i. Qual é a componente tangencial da aceleração do peso?

ii. Qual o torque exercido sobre o eixo de oscilação?

iii. Mostre que τ = Iα, com at = Lα leva à mesma aceleração tangencial que
foi calculada no item (a).

30. Quatro corpos estão localizados nos vértices de um quadrado com lado L = 2m
e ligados por hastes de massa desprezível (Fig. 9-38 do texto, reproduzida
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abaixo). As massas dos corpos são m1 = m3 = 3kg e m2 = m4 = 4kg.
Calcular o momento de inércia do sistema, em torno do eixo z.

Problems | 321

37 •• ENGINEERING APPLICATION The tape in a standard VHS
videotape cassette has a total length of which is enough for the
tape to play for (Figure 9-44). As the tape starts, the full reel has
a 45-mm outer radius and a 12-mm inner radius. At some point dur-
ing the play, both reels have the same angular speed. Calculate this
angular speed in radians per second and in revolutions per minute.
Hint: Between the two reels the tape moves at constant speed. SSM

2.0 h
246 m,

42 •• Use the parallel-axis theorem and the result for
Problem 41 to find the moment of inertia of the four-particle sys-
tem in Figure 9-45 about an axis that passes through the center
of mass and is parallel with the z axis. Check your result by di-
rect computation. 

43 • For the four-particle system of Figure 9-45, (a) find the
moment of inertia about the x axis, which passes through and

and (b) find the moment of inertia about the y axis, which
passes through and 

44 • Determine the moment of in-
ertia of a uniform solid sphere of mass M
and radius R about an axis that is tangent
to the surface of the sphere (Figure 9-46). 

45 •• A 1.00-m-diameter wagon
wheel consists of a thin rim having a
mass of and each with
a mass of Determine the mo-
ment of inertia of the wagon wheel
about its axis.

46 •• MULTISTEP Two point
masses and are separated by a
massless rod of length L. (a) Write an
expression for the moment of inertia I
about an axis perpendicular to the rod
and passing through it a distance x
from mass (b) Calculate and show that I is at a minimum
when the axis passes through the center of mass of the system.

47 •• A uniform rectangular plate has mass m and edges of
lengths a and b. (a) Show by integration that the moment of inertia
of the plate about an axis that is perpendicular to the plate and
passes through one corner is (b) What is the moment of
inertia about an axis that is perpendicular to the plate and passes
through its center of mass?

48 •• CONTEXT-RICH In attempting to ensure a spot on the pep
squad, you and your friend Corey research baton-twirling. Each of
you is using “The Beast” as a model baton: two uniform spheres,
each of mass and radius mounted at the ends of a
30.0-cm uniform rod of mass (Figure 9-47). You want to de-
termine the moment of inertia I of “The Beast” about an axis per-
pendicular to the rod and passing through its center. Corey uses the
approximation that the two spheres can be treated as point particles
that are from the axis of rotation, and that the mass of the
rod is negligible. You, however, decide to do an exact calculation.
(a) Compare the two results. (Give the percentage difference be-
tween them). (b) Suppose the spheres were replaced by two thin
spherical shells, each of the same mass as the original solid spheres.
Give a conceptual argument explaining how this replacement
would, or would not, change the value of I.

20.0 cm

60.0 g
5.00 cm,500 g

1
3m(a2 ! b2).

dI>dxm1.

m2m1

1.20 kg.
6 spokes,8.00 kg

m2 .m1

Iym3 ,
m2Ix
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45 mm
12 mm

38 •• CONTEXT-RICH To start a lawn mower, you must pull on
a rope wound around the perimeter of a flywheel. After you pull
the rope for the flywheel is rotating at 4.5 revolutions per sec-
ond, at which point the rope disengages. This attempt at starting
the mower does not work, however, and the flywheel slows, coming
to rest after the disengagement. Assume constant acceleration
during both spin-up and spin-down. (a) Determine the average an-
gular acceleration during the 4.5-s spin-up and again during the
0.24-s spin-down. (b) What is the maximum angular speed reached
by the flywheel? (c) Determine the ratio of the number of revolu-
tions made during spin-up to the number made during spin-down.
39 ••• Mars orbits the Sun at a mean orbital radius of

and has an orbital period of Earth
orbits the Sun at a mean orbital radius of (a) The
Earth–Sun line sweeps out an angle of during one Earth–year.
Approximately what angle is swept out by the Mars-Sun line
during one Earth–year? (b) How frequently are Mars and the Sun in
opposition (on diametrically opposite sides of Earth)? 

CALCULATING 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA

40 • A tennis ball has a mass of and a diameter of 
Find the moment of inertia about its diameter. Model the ball as a
thin spherical shell.

41 • Four particles, one at each of the four corners of a
square with 2.0-m-long edges, are connected by massless rods
(Figure 9-45). The masses of the particles are 
and Find the moment of inertia of the system
about the z axis. SSM

m2 " m4 " 4.0 kg.
m1 " m3 " 3.0 kg

7.0 cm.57 g

360°
149.6 Gm.

687 d.228 Gm (1 Gm " 109 m)

0.24 s

0.95 s,

2.0 m

2.0 m

m4

m3

m1

m2 x

z

y
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29. Uma bola de tênis tem massa de 57 g e diâmetro de 7 cm. Calcule o momento
de inércia da bola em torno de um diâmetro. Admita que a bola é uma casca
esférica delgada.

33. Com o teorema dos eixos paralelos, determine o momento de inércia de uma
esfera maciça de massa M e raio R em relação a um eixo tangente à sua
superfície (Figura 9-39 do texto, reproduzida abaixo).
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videotape cassette has a total length of which is enough for the
tape to play for (Figure 9-44). As the tape starts, the full reel has
a 45-mm outer radius and a 12-mm inner radius. At some point dur-
ing the play, both reels have the same angular speed. Calculate this
angular speed in radians per second and in revolutions per minute.
Hint: Between the two reels the tape moves at constant speed. SSM

2.0 h
246 m,
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tem in Figure 9-45 about an axis that passes through the center
of mass and is parallel with the z axis. Check your result by di-
rect computation. 

43 • For the four-particle system of Figure 9-45, (a) find the
moment of inertia about the x axis, which passes through and
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passes through and 

44 • Determine the moment of in-
ertia of a uniform solid sphere of mass M
and radius R about an axis that is tangent
to the surface of the sphere (Figure 9-46). 

45 •• A 1.00-m-diameter wagon
wheel consists of a thin rim having a
mass of and each with
a mass of Determine the mo-
ment of inertia of the wagon wheel
about its axis.

46 •• MULTISTEP Two point
masses and are separated by a
massless rod of length L. (a) Write an
expression for the moment of inertia I
about an axis perpendicular to the rod
and passing through it a distance x
from mass (b) Calculate and show that I is at a minimum
when the axis passes through the center of mass of the system.

47 •• A uniform rectangular plate has mass m and edges of
lengths a and b. (a) Show by integration that the moment of inertia
of the plate about an axis that is perpendicular to the plate and
passes through one corner is (b) What is the moment of
inertia about an axis that is perpendicular to the plate and passes
through its center of mass?

48 •• CONTEXT-RICH In attempting to ensure a spot on the pep
squad, you and your friend Corey research baton-twirling. Each of
you is using “The Beast” as a model baton: two uniform spheres,
each of mass and radius mounted at the ends of a
30.0-cm uniform rod of mass (Figure 9-47). You want to de-
termine the moment of inertia I of “The Beast” about an axis per-
pendicular to the rod and passing through its center. Corey uses the
approximation that the two spheres can be treated as point particles
that are from the axis of rotation, and that the mass of the
rod is negligible. You, however, decide to do an exact calculation.
(a) Compare the two results. (Give the percentage difference be-
tween them). (b) Suppose the spheres were replaced by two thin
spherical shells, each of the same mass as the original solid spheres.
Give a conceptual argument explaining how this replacement
would, or would not, change the value of I.
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ond, at which point the rope disengages. This attempt at starting
the mower does not work, however, and the flywheel slows, coming
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37. Duas esferas homogêneas, cada qual com massa de 500 g e raio de 5 cm estão
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montadas nas pontas de uma haste uniforme de 30 cm e massa de 60 g (Fig. 9-
40 do texto, reproduzida abaixo). Para calcular o momento de inércia da
montagem em relação a um eixo perpendicular à haste que passa pelo seu
centro, uma pessoa admite que as esferas sejam puntiformes, a 20 cm do eixo,
e que a massa da haste seja desprezível. Uma outra pessoa faz o cálculo sem
aproximações.

i. Compare os dois resultados

ii. Se as esferas tivessem a mesma massa mas fossem ocas, a inércia rotacional
seria maior ou menor? Justifique a resposta em uma ou duas frases. Não
é preciso calcular o novo momento de inércia I.
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38. A molécula de metano (CH4) tem quatro átomos de hidrogênio localizados nos
vértices de um tetraedro regular de aresta 1.4 nm, com o átomo de carbono
no centro do tetraedro (Fig. 9-41, reproduzida abaixo). Calcular o momento
de inércia da molécula em relação a um eixo que passa pelo átomo de carbono
e um dos átomos de hidrogênio.

53 ••• Use integration to show that the moment of inertia of
a thin spherical shell of radius R and mass m about an axis
through its center is 

54 ••• According to one model, the density of Earth
varies with the distance r from the center of Earth as

where R is the radius of Earth and C is a
constant. (a) Find C in terms of the total mass M and the ra-
dius R. (b) According to this model, what is the moment of iner-
tia of Earth about an axis through its center. (See Problem 53.)

55 ••• Use integration to determine the moment of inertia about
its axis of a uniform right circular cone of height H, base radius R,
and mass M.

56 ••• Use integration to determine the moment of inertia of a
thin uniform disk of mass M and radius R about an axis in the plane
of the disk and passing through its center. Check your answer by
referring to Table 9-1.

57 ••• ENGINEERING APPLICATION, CONTEXT-RICH An adver-
tising firm has contacted your engineering firm to create a new ad-
vertisement for a local ice-cream stand. The owner of this stand
wants to add rotating solid cones (painted to look like ice-cream
cones, of course) to catch the eye of travelers. Each cone will rotate
about an axis parallel to its base and passing through its apex. The
actual size of the cones is to be decided upon, and the owner won-
ders if it would be more energy-efficient to rotate smaller cones
than larger ones. He asks your firm to write a report showing the
determination of the moment of inertia of a homogeneous right cir-
cular cone of height H, base radius R, and mass M. What is the re-
sult of your report?

TORQUE, MOMENT OF INERTIA, 
AND NEWTON’S SECOND LAW 
FOR ROTATION

58 • ENGINEERING APPLICATION, CONTEXT-RICH A firm
wants to determine the amount of frictional torque in their current
line of grindstones, so they can redesign them to be more energy ef-
ficient. To do this, they ask you to test the best-selling model, which
is basically a disk-shaped grindstone of mass and radius

that operates at When the power is shut off,
you time the grindstone and find it takes for it to stop rotat-
ing. (a) What is the angular acceleration of the grindstone? (Assume
constant angular acceleration.) (b) What is the frictional torque ex-
erted on the grindstone?

59 • A 2.5-kg 11-cm-radius cylinder, initially at rest, is free
to rotate about the axis of the cylinder. A rope of negligible mass
is wrapped around it and pulled with a force of Assuming
that the rope does not slip, find (a) the torque exerted on the
cylinder by the rope, (b) the angular acceleration of the cylinder,
and (c) the angular speed of the cylinder after

60 •• A grinding wheel is initially at rest. A constant exter-
nal torque of is applied to the wheel for giving
the wheel an angular speed of The external torque
is then removed, and the wheel comes to rest later. Find
(a) the moment of inertia of the wheel, and (b) the frictional
torque, which is assumed to be constant.

61 •• A pendulum consisting of a string of length L attached to
a bob of mass m swings in a vertical plane. When the string is at an
angle u to the vertical, (a) calculate the tangential acceleration of the
bob using (b) What is the torque exerted about the pivot
point? (c) Show that with gives the same tangen-
tial acceleration as found in Part (a).

at ! La©t ! Ia
©Ft ! mat .

120 s
600 rev>min.

20.0 s,50.0 N # m

SSM0.50 s.

17 N.

31.2 s
730 rev>min.8.00 cm

1.70 kg

r ! C 31.22 " (r>R)4,
SSM2mR2>3.
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49 •• The methane molecule has four hydrogen atoms
located at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron of edge length

with the carbon atom at the center of the tetrahedron
(Figure 9-48). Find the moment of inertia of this molecule for rota-
tion about an axis that passes through the centers of the carbon
atom and one of the hydrogen atoms. 

0.18 nm,

(CH4)

F I G U R E 9 - 4 8 Problem 49

50 •• A hollow cylinder has mass m, an outside radius and
an inside radius Use integration to show that the moment of
inertia about its axis is given by Hint: Review
Section 9-3, where the moment of inertia is calculated for a solid cylinder
by direct integration.

51 •• BIOLOGICAL APPLICATION While slapping the water’s
surface with his tail to communicate danger, a beaver must rotate it
about one of its narrow ends. Let us model the tail as a rectangle of
uniform thickness and density (Figure 9-49). Estimate its moment
of inertia about the line passing through its narrow end (dashed
line). Assume that the tail measures 15 by with a thickness of

and that the flesh has the density of water. 1.0 cm
30 cm

I ! 1
2m(R2

2 # R2
1).

R1 .
R2 ,
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52 •• CONTEXT-RICH To prevent damage to her shoulders,
your elderly grandmother wants to purchase the rug beater
(Figure 9-50) with the lowest moment of inertia about its grip end.
Knowing you are taking physics, she asks your advice. There are
two models to choose from. Model A has a 1.0-m-long handle on a
40-cm-edge-length square, where the masses of the handle and
square are and respectively.
Model B has a 0.75-m-long handle and a 30-cm-
edge-length square, where the masses of the
handle and square are and re-
spectively. Which model should you recom-
mend? Determine which beater is easier to
swing from the very end by computing the
moment of inertia for both beaters.

0.60 kg,1.5 kg

0.50 kg,1.0 kg

F I G U R E 9 - 5 0

Problem 52

(ii) Uma barra não homogênea de comprimento L tem densidade linear (massa por
unidade de comprimento) dada pela função

λ(x) =
M

L

(
1 +

x

L

)
,

onde M é uma grandeza com dimensão de massa e x é a distância medida ao longo
da barra a partir de uma de suas extremidades. Calcule o momento de inércia para
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rotações em torno de um eixo perpendicular à barra que passa pela extremidade
x = 0.

(iii) Problemas do Capítulo 10 Tipler/Mosca 4a edição: 3, 4, 13, 16 e 17.

3. Uma força de módulo F é aplicada horizontalmente na direção dos x neg-
ativos à borda de um disco de raio R como mostra a Fig. 10-29 do texto,
reproduzida abaixo. Encontrar a expressão dos vetores ~F e ~r em termos dos
vetores unitários ı̂, ̂ e k̂ e calcular o torque da força em relação à origem, no
centro do disco.
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change quite a bit during the jump, as he begins with arms out-
stretched and then pulls them in. Your answer should be accurate
to within a factor of 2, if you are careful.

28 • Compute the torque about the origin of the gravita-
tional force acting on a particle of mass m located at

and show that this torque is independent of the y
coordinate.

29 • Find for the following choices: (a) and
(b) and and (c)

and

30 •• For each case in Problem 29, compute Compare
it to to estimate which of the pairs of vectors are closest to
being perpendicular. Verify your answers by calculating the angle
using the dot product.

31 •• A particle moves in a circle that is centered at the origin.
The particle has position and angular velocity (a) Show that its
velocity is given by (b) Show that its centripetal accel-
eration is given by 

32 •• You are given three vectors and their components in
the form: and

Show that the following equalities hold:
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Problem 26 
(Chris Trotman/DUOMO/Corbis.)

THE VECTOR PRODUCT 
AND THE VECTOR NATURE 
OF TORQUE AND ROTATION

27 • A force of magnitude F is applied horizontally in
the direction to the rim of a disk of radius as shown in
Figure 10-42. Write and in terms of the unit vectors and

and compute the torque produced by this force about the ori-
gin at the center of the disk. SSM

kn,
jn,in,rSF
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TORQUE AND 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM

37 • A 2.0-kg particle moves directly eastward at a constant
speed of along an east–west line. (a) What is its angular
momentum (including direction) about a point that lies 
north of the line? (b) What is its angular momentum (including di-
rection) about a point that lies south of the line? (c) What is
its angular momentum (including direction) about a point that
lies directly east of the particle?

38 • You observe a 2.0-kg particle moving at a constant
speed of in a clockwise direction around a circle of radius

(a) What is its angular momentum (including direction)
about the center of the circle? (b) What is its moment of inertia
about an axis through the center of the circle and perpendicular
to the plane of the motion? (c) What is the angular velocity of the
particle?

39 •• (a) A particle moving at constant velocity has zero angu-
lar momentum about a particular point. Use the definition of angu-
lar momentum to show that under this condition the particle is
moving either directly toward or directly away from the point.
(b) You are a right-handed batter and let a waist-high fastball go
past you without swinging. What is the direction of the ball’s an-
gular momentum relative to your navel? (Assume that the ball trav-
els in a straight, horizontal line as it passes you.)

40 •• A particle that has a mass m is traveling with a constant
velocity along a straight line that is a distance b from the origin O
(Figure 10-44). Let be the area swept out by the position vector
from O to the particle during a time interval dt. Show that is
constant and is equal to where L is the magnitude of the an-
gular momentum of the particle about the origin.

L>2m,
dA>dt

dA
vS

4.0 m.
3.5m>s

SSM6.0 m

6.0 m

6.0 m
4.5 m>s

33 •• If and find 

34 •• If and deter-
mine

35 ••• Given three noncoplanar vectors, and show that
is the volume of the parallelepiped formed by the three

vectors.

36 ••• Using the vector product, prove the law of sines for the
triangle shown in Figure 10-43. That is, if A, B, and C are the lengths
of each side of the triangle, show
that A>sina " B>sinb " C>sin c.
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4. Determine o torque em relação à origem da força ~F = −mĝ sobre a partícula
em ~r = xı̂+ ŷ e mostre que o torque é independente da coordenada y.

13. Uma partícula descreve uma reta a velocidade constante. Como varia com o
tempo o momento angular da partícula em relação a um ponto qualquer?

16. Uma partícula de 2 kg descreve uma reta à velocidade constante de 4.5m/s.

i. Qual o módulo do seu momento angular em relação a um ponto a 6m da
reta?

ii. Descreva qualitativamente como varia com o tempo a velocidade angular
em relação ao ponto.

17. Uma partícula percorre, com velocidade constante ~v, uma reta que está à
distância b da origem O (Figura 10-30 do texto, reproduzida abaixo). Seja dA
a área varrida pelo vetor posição traçado de O até a partícula no intervalo de
tempo dt. Mostre que dA/dt é constante no tempo e igual a L/2m, onde L é
o momento angular da partícula em relação à origem.
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change quite a bit during the jump, as he begins with arms out-
stretched and then pulls them in. Your answer should be accurate
to within a factor of 2, if you are careful.

28 • Compute the torque about the origin of the gravita-
tional force acting on a particle of mass m located at

and show that this torque is independent of the y
coordinate.

29 • Find for the following choices: (a) and
(b) and and (c)

and

30 •• For each case in Problem 29, compute Compare
it to to estimate which of the pairs of vectors are closest to
being perpendicular. Verify your answers by calculating the angle
using the dot product.

31 •• A particle moves in a circle that is centered at the origin.
The particle has position and angular velocity (a) Show that its
velocity is given by (b) Show that its centripetal accel-
eration is given by 

32 •• You are given three vectors and their components in
the form: and

Show that the following equalities hold:
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els in a straight, horizontal line as it passes you.)
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constant and is equal to where L is the magnitude of the an-
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